
MailChimp templating - Mustache templates
This wiki page describes a bit how to use Mustache template syntax with data to render posts in client newsletters.

We created a possibility to augment your newsletters with Mustache templates.

To tell a HTML block to render as Mustache template, we need to create a html tag with “mc:edit” attribute, containing value with “_mustache” as
postfix, for example:

<div mc:edit="posts_list_mustache"></div>

Then during rendering of newsletter, the Mustache syntax will be replaced with variables from our posts.

More about Mustache template syntax you can found here: https://mustache.github.io/mustache.5.html

So the minimal example would be for example this code snippet:

<div mc:edit="posts_list_mustache">
  {{#posts_list}}
    {{#image600x}}
    <a href="{{ post_url }}"><img src="{{image600x}}"></a>
    {{/image600x}}
    {{#header}}
      <a href="{{ post_url }}" target="_blank">{{ header }}</a>
    {{/header}}
  {{/posts_list}}
</div>

List of variables:

For “ ” list:posts_list

Name Description

header header/headline of a post

subheader subheader/subheadline of a post

post_url Post URL

image600x lead image 600x

image300x lead image 300x

image980x lead image 980x

before_listicle Body text before listicle/particle

after_listicle Body text after listicle/particle

authors_names Author names list

created_date Created date

keep_reading_enabled Is keep reading enabled for this post

tags Tags list

listicle_items_list A list of listicles/particles

https://mustache.github.io/mustache.5.html


related_posts_list A list of related posts

For “ ” list:listicle_items_list

Name Description

is_image Check if image is set for given listicle/particle

image600x Listicle/particle 600x px image

media_html Sometimes instead of lead image, media html might be defined

headline Listicle/particle headline

body Listicle/particle body

The example of simple HTML template with Mustache used could be find here: https://gist.github.com/kkszysiu/0dca4715dd55b66e4c7e2347841
1727c

And here is Mustache only block:

https://gist.github.com/kkszysiu/0dca4715dd55b66e4c7e23478411727c

Creating template in Mailchimp

To create template in Mailchimp we need to log in into Mailchimp dashboard, then go to Templates view:

Then we are creating a new template:

We are selecting creating “paste in code” HTML template in next step:

https://gist.github.com/kkszysiu/0dca4715dd55b66e4c7e23478411727c
https://gist.github.com/kkszysiu/0dca4715dd55b66e4c7e23478411727c
https://gist.github.com/kkszysiu/0dca4715dd55b66e4c7e23478411727c


As a next step we are copy & paste sample template from gist:

And saving it by clicking on:

And choosing a name.



Now by editing this template we can modify it to our needs!

Testing template

To test our template, the easiest way would be to create a new “Audience” or “List” in your MailChimp dashboard and add your test emails to your
newly created audience.

Now from our Entry Editor, we are going on newsletter tab and selecting our newly created audience, then our test template:



After publishing a post we should get a test email that is using our test template.

Then we can repeat this flow by changing something in your template, saving it, then editing this post in Entry Editor and checking the changes in
the email you will receive.
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